
Japan’s views on possible options to address possible gaps in international 

environmental law and environment-related instruments 

 

Japan will continue to actively participate in the discussion on how we should address 

possible gaps to make multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) more effective 

and efficient in better addressing challenges in the environmental area. 

 

First of all, we think that in order to have a productive discussion on the gaps member 

states need to have common understanding about the definition of “gap” for the purpose 

of the work of the Working Group. The UNSG report refers to a “gap” as “a lacuna, void, 

defect or deficiency” and categorizes it into “regulatory gaps”, “governance gaps” and 

“implementing gaps”. In the first substantial session, various views were expressed by 

member states on the definition of the “gap”. Japan considers a “gap”, for the purpose of 

the work of the Working Group, as issue or challenge that needs to be addressed to 

strengthen or improve regulatory regime, governance and implementation of the 

international environmental law and environment-related instruments. 

 

Historically, issues and challenges in the area of the environment protection have been 

addressed by specific MEAs with “tailored-made” solutions in their respective specific 

contexts, which is still an evolving process. Efforts are going on to address specific issues 

and challenges arising in regulatory regime, governance and implementation of each 

MEA within the relevant fora. In this sense, the current fragmented structure of MEAs 

and treaty-based institutions should not be identified as a gap that needs to be filled. 

 

Taking this background into account, we should respect and support the above-

mentioned on-going efforts to fill the gaps related to existing MEAs in their respective 

tracks. One of the issues which should be considered in this light is the coordination and 

synergies among the existing MEAs and related institutions. While acknowledging 

various efforts in and out of the UN system in this area, Japan welcomes and is ready to 

discuss “various means that can address the institutional fragmentation and weak 

coordination between treaties” suggested in the UNSG report, as well as the role of 

UNEP and UNEA in this context. We believe that strengthening coordination and 

synergies among MEAs through practical and coordinated measures would support on-

going efforts to improve governance and help implementation of the MEAs, which will 

contribute to strengthening the international environmental law as a whole. 

 

In this context, Japan is cautious about creating and adopting a new international 

instrument that gathers the principles of the environmental law with the following 

reasons.  First, it is not clear how such an instrument with general principles would 



help address specific issues and challenges in the governance and implementation of the 

MEAs in a concrete way.  Secondly, there is concern that adopting such general 

principles, in particular in a legally binding instrument, would raise frictions with the 

rights and obligations stipulated in the existing MEAs since each MEA was agreed in a 

certain context or specific situation.  Thirdly, trying to reach agreement on which 

principles should be included in the international instrument would be a time-consuming 

and highly controversial process. Serious confrontations could be provided between 

parties over how to treat some principles, such as so called “CBDR”, which could end up 

just highlighting disagreement in the international community.  Also it should be noted 

that the Montevideo Program of UNEP has being addressing gaps and expected future 

development of the international environmental law, and that we should avoid 

duplication of having the same discussions in this Working Group. 

 

In conclusion, in the course of discussions at this Working Group, Japan believes that it 

is important to first reach a consensus on what gaps there are in international 

environmental law and environment-related instruments, and, based on it, to identify 

practical and effective actions that fill the gaps, rather than taking a normative approach. 


